


What is a PCCE?  
Is TfT contagious?



“Book-end” Christian education – more harm than good?



“How do we get 
Peculiar?”





Live the Story 





See the Story – Live the Story!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=k1
MRGTFfuyU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=k1MRGTFfuyU


Through-lines



4 minutes, 33 seconds









http://youtu.be/ss2hULhXf04

http://youtu.be/ss2hULhXf04


https://sites.google.com/a/tftshare.ca/tft-4u/home

https://sites.google.com/a/tftshare.ca/tft-4u/home


CP # 1 - What is the story the (purpose of the 

unit) that you are trying to tell?  CFRR? 

 

What does the topic reveal/uncover about creation?  God’s world? God 

Himself? How does (topic) bring me to gratitude, delight me?  What is 

your Deepest Hope for what students will understand about God’s 

Storyline?  

 

 CP #1 - Is there a competing story to be aware 

of – either in the unit, or in the activity itself? 

 

What are the stories that hide God’s story?  What is being told?  What 

is not being told?   

 

CP # 2 - Which Throughlines does this activity flush 

out?  What, specifically, could be learned?  Which 2 Throughlines 

most clearly resonate with the topic?  Each student could clearly answer 

”What did you learn about (insert TL) by studying this topic? 
 

CP #1 - What will your Storyline reflections look 

like in this activity? (See Reflection Resource) 

 

An effective reflection helps students thoughtfully process their 

connection to God’s plan for the world and their place in it. 

CP # 3 - Is there potential for this learning activity 

to be a FLEx?   

(See FLEx Resources) 

 

How can I connect this topic to real world (real people, real issues, 

real needs)? Create a formative learning experience that engages 

the students by asking “how will my students practice 

being/living _____(TL’s) in this unit?” 

 

CP # 1 - What is your Deepest Hope for 

this unit?  60 year learning? 

 

What do I want my students to remember for 60 

years?   

 

 

CP # 1- Is there an Essential Question 

or 2 that could drive the activity and 

link it to the Unit’s desired story? 

 

CP #2 – How can you connect the Stuff to the 

Story?  Rule of 60:  Use the worthwhile (60 minutes) and the 

important (60 days) to teach the essential!  Link the “Stuff’ to 

your Throughlines. 

 

 

Core Practices Planning Template – CP#1 – Storyline * CP#2 – TL*CP3#3 - FLEx  

Grade: 

Topic: 

Unit Descriptor: 

 



We are story-formed people…

If Christian education is 
going to have a future – it 
needs to be attractive – and 
that pull won’t come from 
arguments or activities, but 
by the stories we tell… by 
the stories we live …by the 
invitations that are 
extended … by the better 
stories created.” 

Jamie Smith and TfT



Seek and Find Storyline
• “Stones”

Seek and Find!





Through-lines





TfT Core Practice
Through-lines

God -Worshipper
Idolatry-Discerner
Servant Worker
Justice-Seeker
Beauty-Creator

Image-Reflecter
Creation-Enjoyer
Earth-Keeper
Order-Discoverer
Community-Builder





See the Story Live the Story 

Reticular activating system



Through-lines: Live the Story!

Student
Biblical Story



Throughlines

Act 1 Act 2 Act 3 ConsCC Act 5

Creativity and Consistency

God-Worshipper
Idolatry-Discerner
Servant-Worker
Justice-Seeker
Beauty-Creator

Image-Reflector
Creation-Enjoyer
Earth-Keeper
Order-Discoverer
Community-Builder



The more you practice something –
make a habit of it – the stronger 
your desire grows for your end goal, 
your telos (a Greek word meaning 
“end” or “purpose”).We do what we 
love and this is what shapes us into 
the kinds of creatures we become.





Through-lines



“It is nothing but a pious wish 
and a grossly unwarranted 
hope that students trained to 
be passive and non-creative 
in school will suddenly, upon 
graduation, actively 
contribute to the formation of 
Christian culture.” 

Wolterstorff





Live the Story 

How will we practice living the 
Throughlines in this unit?  

How can this unit/activity be linked to:
real needs – real brokenness
real work – real restoration
real audience – real people



https://www.youtube.com/embed/WJRB0DIC3uI

https://www.youtube.com/embed/WJRB0DIC3uI


Formational Learning in 

Photography

Mistakes and Pleasant Surprises



Justice Seeking



Issues of Justice/Injustice











































Deepsest Hope – Microscope/Mirror/Binoculars

The Mirror
My values usually have to do with helping others and doing what is best for the community. I have learned 

through this experience that I really do love working with people of all ages.I have a better understanding 

of empathy after this experience because I got to see first hand what some of the homeless people that 

came go through.I have seen how my understanding and respect for people struggling with financial 

problems has gotten more clear. This definitely has caused me to want to help more in any way I can. 

These people prove stereotypes completely wrong after just meeting them for a brief time. I will from now 

on definitely think before I judge and realize that they are just as every bit of human as I am. I don’t think 

I’ve ever really cared enough so I will make it my goal to care more and give more to those around me.



Soc. St. 20 Advanced Placement student reflection – Syrian refugee Dinner

VIP Protocol - Reflect on your learning abut reflection by choosing One Sentence - One Phrase - One 
word

“…we can choose to play a different role in the story and choose to care. It’s a choice.…”

“My thinking has changed because I thought that when it came to such substantial causes in the world, unless you were 

older or more resourceful nothing could be done.”

“It has changed the story for me because now I am a part of the story.”

“I have realized that even in your own school you can make a difference and you don’t have to go across the world. God 

has given me a caring heart and one that desires to help. I realize that more and more whenever I do things for others.

“I feel that God might be nudging me in a direction of helping with this or a another crisis in a large way. However I’m not 

really sure and will need to prayerfully consider it.”

“While our small effort may not seem like much, I believe that this reflects not only a resolve to play an active role in God’s 

story, but it also reveals the heart and passion we have here at ECHS.”

“It has changed the story for me because I think it helped me realize that I can actually make a difference.”

“I wish that I did more,… I will take precaution to not miss another chance to do good like that again.”



Pre-flect – “Snowflake”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZylqAjK1ryU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZylqAjK1ryU


It's a really fun project based on the photography of W.A Bentley.

Deep Hope - When I teach it I find it's a great way to show the kids 

that God is an artist who loves making things unique, but also that 

He loves order and pattern … 





•In

Invite – Nurture - Empower



See the Story ↔ Live the Story

“And once you live a good story, you 

get a taste for that kind of meaning in 

life, and you can’t go back to being 

normal; you can’t go back to 

meaningless scenes stitched together 

by the forgettable thread of wasted 

time. The more practiced stories I 

lived, the more I wanted an epic to 

climb inside of and see through to its 

end.” (p.155)  

Donald Miller









4 minutes, 33 seconds







Send Me! – “No Bells!”


